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COLD WAR RELATIONS, 1945-91

Why did relations between the USSR and the USA change between 1945 and 1991?

The Cold War lasted from the end of the Second World War to the fall of communism in 1990. It was a time of 
intense political, economic, military and ideological rivalry between the USA and her democratic allies in the 
West, and the USSR and its satellite states. The development of nuclear weapons by both sides meant that if 
a war broke out, it would be a “hot war” which would lead to global destruction. Instead, both sides resorted 
to a “cold war” or a war of nerves that did not lead to direct confrontation and actual fighting.

CAUSES OF POST-WAR TENSIONS

Who was to blame for the Cold War?

This is up for debate. The commonly held view until the 1960s was that Stalin was principally responsible 
as a result of his expansionist programme. In the 1960s, it could be argued that the blame had shifted to the 
USA who had become the aggressor with her involvement in the Vietnam War, along with the commitment 
to counter the threat of Soviet world domination. It might be politic to place the blame on both superpowers 
and view the Cold War as a clash of ideologies during a period of heightened fear and mistrust coupled with 
misperceptions and poor policy making. 

Stalin had become allies with the Western powers through necessity rather than desire. The single factor 
that brought the “Big Three” (Britain, the USA and the USSR) together was a collective need to defeat Nazi 
Germany. In public, the allies put on a show of mutual support, but behind the scenes, there was distrust and 
enmity. 

This was evident during the wartime meetings between the allies:

 ∙ Tehran, Nov. 1943 (Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin) – The leaders met to discuss the opening of a 
second front in France that would relieve pressure on the Soviet Union. In return, Stalin agreed to declare 
war on Japan after the defeat of Germany. Stalin had called for a second front in 1941. He feared that 
without it, the Soviet Union would be defeated and believed that the British and Americans were using 
delaying tactics. He also harboured a belief that Britain and the USA might join with Germany in a 
capitalist crusade against the Soviet Union. 

 ∙ Yalta, Feb. 1945 (Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin) – The leaders agreed that once defeated, Germany 
would be divided into four zones of occupation to be administered by Britain, the USA, the USSR and 
France. As part of the Declaration of Liberated Europe, plans were made to give self-determination 
to the liberated peoples of post-Nazi Europe. Stalin, however, was insistent that he should control the 
countries of Eastern Europe, which he argued would act as security from another German invasion. 
Tensions were rising over the issue of reparations; Stalin argued that the Soviet Union should receive 
the lion`s share to compensate for the ravages of war. Churchill was becoming increasingly irate with 
Stalin. He hated communism, distrusted Stalin and was suspicious about his plans for Europe after 
the war. The Soviet Union, he said, “has become a danger to the free world”. As Soviet forces advanced 
through Europe towards the end of the war, Stalin planned to create buffer states with Soviet style 
governments to prevent a future invasion from the west. In the Spring of 1945, Churchill came up with 
the aptly named Operation Unthinkable, a secret plan to invade the Soviet Union.
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 ∙ Potsdam, July 1945 (Attlee, Truman and Stalin) – Stalin was now the only original member of the “Big 
Three” and adopted a more dominant role. This was to clash with President Truman who had a tougher 
stance than Roosevelt. It soon became apparent that any former trust had gone. Stalin was alarmed 
at Truman`s announcement that the USA had developed an atomic bomb and was prepared to use it 
to bring an end to the war with Japan. Stalin`s “power grab” in Eastern Europe worried Truman, who 
viewed his actions as proof that he was planning European and world domination.

By 1949, all countries in Eastern Europe had communist governments. Greece and occupied Austria remained 
free, and the Baltic countries - Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania - became republics. Finland was partly controlled 
by the Soviets, and the Communist Party was strong in Italy and France. All, with the exception of Yugoslavia, 
answered to Moscow.

The idea that countries that had been liberated from Nazi rule in turn elected communist governments 
in democratic elections masks the methods used by Stalin. Stalin used devious means such as electoral 
rigging, terror and murder campaigns which were overseen by the Soviet police.

Attlee, Truman and Stalin at the Potsdam Conference

Public domain via Wikimedia Creative Commons;  

https://bit.ly/2AOqhwS 

https://bit.ly/2AOqhwS 
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Date Country How achieved

1945 Yugoslavia The Communist Peoples` Front had seized power in March 1945 and rigged 
the election of 1947. Voting was on a single list of PF candidates, and 
opposition votes were cast in a separate ballot box under the scrutiny of the 
security forces. (Yugoslavia later distanced itself from the USSR after 1948).

1945  Albania Only communist candidates appeared on the electoral list, and propaganda 
and terror tactics were used on opponents.

1946 Bulgaria In the election of 1945, a Communist led coalition was elected against 
a backdrop of violence and murder. In a national referendum in 1946, an 
overwhelming majority voted to abolish the monarchy and proclaimed a 
republic under a communist constitution.

1947 Poland A coalition government took power in 1945, but Stalin later had all non-
communist leaders arrested. The “free election” of 1947 was completely 
controlled by the Soviet Union, and opponents were arrested. The CP “won” 
96 per cent of the vote.

1947 Hungary The Communist Party in Hungary was not popular, but with the help of the 
Soviet Army, it was able to destroy the opposition by arresting, torturing and 
murdering leaders and so gained power. 

1947 Romania In the election of 1945, a communist backed coalition gained power. In 
December 1947, the Soviets forced the king to abdicate and imposed a 
puppet government.

1948 Czechoslovakia In 1946, a coalition government gained power, which included a significant 
number of left-wing and communist members. When moderates in the 
Czech government suggested accepting Marshall Aid, the communists 
organised strikes and protests. By February 1948, non-communist parties 
were forced out of government, and the election was rigged against a 
backdrop of terror.

1949  East Germany After the merging of the western sectors of Germany into the Federal 
Republic of Germany, the Soviets reacted by proclaiming the eastern sector 
as the German Democratic Republic.

On February 9th 1946, in his first major speech after the end of the war, Stalin urged the Soviet people to 
prepare for another great conflict against the forces of capitalism. To the West, it appeared that Stalin was 
prepared to go to war.

On March 5th 1946, Churchill was invited to speak at Westminster College in Fulton Missouri. With President 
Truman in attendance, he praised the USA as standing “at the “pinnacle of world power” and emphasised the 
special relationship between Britain and the USA. He then made reference to the Soviet Union`s expansionist 
programme in Eastern Europe and to the “iron curtain” that was sweeping across Europe. The speech was 
well received in the USA but was denounced by Stalin as “war mongering”.

The stage was set.

By the beginning of 1947, Greece and Turkey were threatened by a communist takeover, and Truman seized 
the opportunity to square up to the Soviet Union. 
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In order to combat Soviet expansionism, the Truman Doctrine was announced on March 12th 1947.

I believe it must be the policy of the United States to support free peoples who are resisting attempted 
subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures. I believe that our help should be primarily through 
economic and financial aid which is essential to economic stability

Part of Truman`s speech

Though Truman did not make specific reference to the USSR, it sent a clear message that the USA was 
committed to a policy of containment of communism. Containment was based on the Domino Theory, which 
was the belief that a communist takeover of a country would trigger the fall of neighbouring countries. 

The Truman Doctrine has been seen as the official declaration of the Cold War and was to become the 
cornerstone of US foreign policy for the remainder of most of the 20th century.

Truman believed that a hungry, war-ravaged Europe would be a hunting ground for communism. In an attempt 
to stabilise the European economy, the US Secretary of State, George Marshall, proposed to provide over 
$13 billion (nearly $140 billion in current dollar value) in the form of economic aid. For those nations that 
accepted Marshall Aid, it offered economic recovery and stability. It was offered to the Soviet Union and its 
satellite states, though not surprisingly, Stalin rejected US aid and forbade the states of Eastern Europe to 
accept it. He believed it to be a means of driving a wedge between the Soviet Union and its satellites and 
in response formed the Cominform (Communist Information Bureau). It was set up in September 1947 to 

coordinate the communist governments of Eastern Europe. All 
became members, and the French and Italian communist parties 
were also represented. Stalin’s aim was to tighten his grip on the 
satellites by imposing a strict Soviet-style system. Agriculture was 
to be collectivised and industry brought under state control. 

The states were expected to trade primarily with other Cominform 
members. Only Yugoslavia objected, and was consequently 
expelled from the Cominform in 1948, though the country 
remained communist. In January 1949, the Molotov Plan was 
introduced, offering aid to the satellites, and Comecon (Council 
of Mutual Economic Assistance) was set up to coordinate their 
economic policies. 

Having secured separate economic alliances, the superpowers 
now sought to establish military alliances.

West Berliners using Marshall Aid to repair war damage.

Public domain via Wikimedia Creative Commons;  

https://bit.ly/2OkymeA 

https://bit.ly/2OkymeA 
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Warsaw Pact and NATO

NATO

Britain, France and the Benelux countries (Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg) formed the Western 
Union in March 1948, which would later become NATO. The driving force behind the creation of NATO was 
the British Foreign Secretary, Ernest Bevin. In January 1949, Truman argued for a broader pact which would 
eventually involve the United States, Canada and ten European nations. The North Atlantic Treaty was signed 
on April 4th 1949. NATO was created “to safeguard the freedom, common heritage and civilisation of their 
peoples founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty, and the rule of law.” The USA made a firm 
commitment to protect and defend Europe, stating that “an armed attack against one shall be considered an 
attack against all” based on the principle of “massive retaliation”. Furthermore, the USA committed itself to 
defend Europe against Soviet expansion. In 1950, Truman selected  
Dwight D. Eisenhower as the Supreme Commander of NATO forces, and four US divisions were stationed in 
Europe to serve as the nucleus of NATO forces. 

NATO forces remained outnumbered many times over by Russian ground forces, but what sustained Europe’s 
spirit and perhaps deterred the Soviets -- who had very little intention of an armed attack on Europe -- was the 
assurance that such an attack would bring the United States, with is massive resources, into a war. 

Historians are mostly in agreement that NATO had the effect of escalating the Cold War by over-reacting to 
what they perceived to be Soviet aggression. Soviet fears of the West were intensified and resulted in higher 
levels of international tension. 

The North Korean attack on the South, which led to the Korean War in 1950, was widely viewed at the time 
to be an example of communist aggression directed by Moscow. As a result, the USA strengthened its troop 
commitments to Europe to provide assurances against Soviet aggression in Europe. In 1952, the members 
agreed to admit Greece and Turkey to NATO and added the Federal Republic of Germany in 1955.

WARSAW PACT 

The decision to admit West Germany into NATO and allow the nation to remilitarise was viewed by the 
Soviets as a direct threat. They responded by creating the Warsaw Pact, a military alliance of the Soviet Union 
and the satellite states. The pact was formally known as the “Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual 
Assistance”, and as with NATO, the Warsaw Pact focused on the objective of creating a coordinated defence 
among its member nations in order to deter an enemy attack.

It also emphasised non-interference in the internal affairs of its members and supposedly organised itself 
around collective decision-making, but ultimately, Moscow had control of any decision making.

There was also an internal security component to the agreement that was to prove useful to the Soviet Union 
by allowing the Soviets to exercise even tighter control over the satellite states while deterring members from 
seeking greater autonomy. When Soviet leaders found it necessary to use military force to put down revolts in 
Hungary (1956) and in Czechoslovakia (1968), they presented the action as being carried out by the Warsaw 
Pact rather than by the Soviet Union alone.

https://www.whitehouse.gov/about-the-white-house/presidents/dwight-d-eisenhower/
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While the Warsaw Pact was established as a counterweight to NATO, there was never any direct 
confrontation between them. Instead, the conflict was fought on an ideological basis and in proxy wars. 
Both NATO and the Warsaw Pact led to the expansion of the military forces of both superpowers. 

The arms race

The dropping of the nuclear bombs on Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki by the USA was intended to bring an end to 
the war with Japan, while sending a clear message to 
the USSR about the West’s capabilities. Washington 
believed that it would take the Soviets decades to 
produce their own nuclear weapons when in reality, it 
took them four years.

The reason why the Cold War never resulted in a “hot 
war” was because the arms race created a balance 
of terror between the superpowers that led to a 
stalemate which made for peace. 

In 1952, President Truman authorised the production of thermonuclear weapons (H or hydrogen bombs). 
These bombs yielded ten megatonnes (10,000,000 tonnes) of TNT. To put this into perspective, the Hiroshima 
bomb yielded the equivalent of 12,000 tons. The Soviet Union tested its first thermonuclear device in 1953.

The Soviet nuclear programme continued to expand and accelerate throughout the 1950s with the aim of 
developing bigger and more powerful bombs to make up for what was perceived to be a disadvantage in 
the accuracy and reliability of their nuclear delivery systems. This would become one of the major reasons 
the Soviets developed and tested the massive super-bomb, the Tsar Bomba, in 1961, which had a yield of 
50 megatons of TNT. In contrast, the United States focused its efforts on producing smaller, more effective 
nuclear weapons that could be deployed on its Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles (IRBM), Inter-Continental 
Ballistic Missiles (ICBM) and the Polaris Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM).

The US bomber – the B52 – entered military service in 1955. It had a range of 6,000 miles and could deliver 
a nuclear pay-load. Such military developments required massive financial backing from the government – 
something which America could afford to do but the Soviet Union could not. The Soviets concentrated more 
on producing bigger, more cost effective bombs. The USA always seemed to take the lead with the Soviets 
playing catch-up until October 1957, when Sputnik 1 was launched. The first man made satellite brought the 
United States in range of Soviet weapons which startled the US national security establishment, bolstered 
Soviet prestige internationally and marked the beginning of the space race. At the end of the 1950s, American 
Intelligence estimated that in a missile attack, 20 million Americans would die and 22 million would be 
injured.

Khrushchev made political and propaganda gain from the nation`s technological progress, though the 
strategic balance remained in favour of the USA. In response, Kennedy promised to expand US missile 
forces. This provoked the Soviet Union into expanding their own missile forces and eventually led to the two 
countries locking horns during the Cuban Missile Crisis. During the 1960s, the Soviets put their money into 
producing more missiles, regardless of quality, while America built fewer but better quality missiles, such as 
the Atlas, which had a range of 5,000 miles at a speed of 16,000 mph.

A Soviet ICBM in Red Square, Moscow in the 1960s

ITAR-TASS News Agency / Alamy Stock Photo

https://www.revolvy.com/main/index.php?s=Proxy+war&item_type=topic
http://www.atomicheritage.org/history/soviet-atomic-program-1946
http://www.atomicheritage.org/history/tsar-bomba
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By the beginning of the 1960s, it was calculated that both powers had created enough nuclear weapons to 
destroy the world.

Despite this, emphasis was put on creating new weapon systems, such as the building of mobile missile 
launchers and housing missiles in underground silos. 

In 1967, China exploded an H-bomb. NATO forces appeared outnumbered, as the table below shows, and so 
had to place her faith in nuclear missiles.

Comparative military strengths WARSAW PACT NATO

Troops  4,000,000  2,600,000

Tanks  42,500  13,000

Artillery  31,500  10,750

During the 1960s, the theory of MAD (Mutually Assured Destruction) emerged where, in the event of a nuclear 
attack, both countries would suffer equally, which led to the idea of mutual deterrence.

By the mid-1970s, the Soviet Union had mostly achieved strategic parity with the USA, with the production of 
new intermediate-range missiles which had the capacity to hit targets throughout Western Europe. To counter 
this, the USA put pressure on some NATO countries to allow the installation of the Pershing II ballistic missile 
along with ground launched cruise missiles. The resultant opposition and protest led to demands for arms 
limitation talks in the spirit of détente (thawing of relations). Three years of dialogue between the USSR and 
the USA resulted in the SALT (Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty). SALT I (1972) saw the superpowers agree 
to cease production of strategic ballistic missiles and to only deploy submarines carrying nuclear weapons 
when stocks of ICBMs became obsolete. SALT II (1979) would have reduced the nuclear capacity of both 
countries further but was not ratified by the US Senate in protest against the invasion of Afghanistan. 

Despite the progress made:

 ∙ the USA still had 8,000 ICBMs and the USSR 7,000 ICBMs in 1981

 ∙ the USA had 4,000 planes capable of delivering a nuclear bomb in 1981; the Soviet Union had 5,000

 ∙ US defence spending for 1981 amounted 178 billion dollars, and by 1986, the figure was 367 billion 
dollars

 ∙ it was estimated that throughout the world there were 40,000 nuclear warheads in 1986 – the equivalent 
of one million Hiroshima bombs.
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HOT-SPOTS

Berlin – the crisis of 1948-49

The Allies encouraged economic growth, making use of 
Marshall Aid, and organised free, democratic elections in their 
zones of occupation in Germany. Stalin feared that such action 
would spread to the Soviet zone and undermine control of 
Berlin, which had been divided into four zones of occupation 
but lay deep in the Soviet sector. 

In March 1948, the Allied powers agreed to unite their zones 
into a single economic unit and introduced a new currency. The 
Soviet representative withdrew from the Allied Control Council, 
which administered Berlin, in protest.

Soon afterwards, guards on the East German border began 
slowing the entry of Western troop trains bound for Berlin. On 
June 7th, the Western powers announced their intention to 
proceed with the creation of West Germany, and in retaliation, 

the Soviets blocked all land links between West Germany and Berlin on June 24th in an attempt to starve 
Berlin into surrender. 

Truman believed that losing Berlin would lead to the loss of all Germany and stated that “we are going to stay, 
period”. A military challenge was briefly considered and rejected, and the Allies decided to airlift supplies into 
Berlin. Over the next 321 days, Western planes made 275,000 flights into West Berlin, delivering on average 
4,000 tons of supplies every day. Stalin was powerless to act as an attack on Allied aircraft would amount to 
an act of war and resorted to harassing or “buzzing” them. 

On May 12, 1949, Stalin called the blockade off and the borders were reopened. 

The crisis confirmed the divisions of Germany and Berlin, and East and West Germany were established as 
separate republics later that month. 

The Berlin Crisis of 1948-49 was the first major crisis of the Cold War. 

The blockade and airlift became a symbol of the Allies’ willingness to oppose further Soviet expansion in 
Europe, and events in 1948-49 were to foreshadow future conflict over the city of Berlin.

Occupation zones in post-war Germany

Image by 52 Pickup / CC BY-SA 2.5

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Map-Germany-1945.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en
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Berlin crisis 1961

In 1961, the city of Berlin again became a flashpoint in the Cold War. In November 1958, the Soviet leader, 
Nikita Khrushchev, demanded that the USA and its allies hand over their occupancy of Berlin. President 
Eisenhower refused, and on November 27th, the Soviet Union announced that it had rejected the post-war 
agreements concerning the occupation of Germany and West Berlin. Khrushchev, it appeared, was prepared 
to use military force, but the USA and Britain refused to agree to the Soviet demands, arguing Berlin, with no 
guaranteed access to the West, would soon be controlled by East Germany. Attempts to achieve a diplomatic 
solution came to nothing.

In September 1959, talks took place at Camp David, but the sides failed to reach an agreement. In May 1960, 
a summit in Paris collapsed in the wake of the so-called U-2 Affair, sparked by the shooting down of a U.S. 
spy plane over the Soviet Union.

President Kennedy took office in 1961, and the Berlin situation intensified. Kennedy, like Truman and 
Eisenhower, believed that Berlin was of vital strategic importance and that free access to the city had to be 
maintained. 

From January, it was estimated that 20,000 East German refugees were crossing into West Berlin each 
month. If left unchecked, the so called “brain drain” could spell disaster for the East. On the night of August 
12th–13th 1961, the East German government, backed by the Soviet Union, began to build a barrier between 
East Berlin and West Berlin. It was difficult for the United States to intervene because the Soviet Union was 
exercising control over its own sector.

The Berlin Wall became a physical symbol 
of the Cold War and, until reunification, Berlin 
remained an island of capitalism within a sea of 
communism.

The Berlin crisis of 1961 resulted in a new 
understanding between the USA and the USSR. 
The Soviet Union would maintain its control over 
its satellites and East Berlin, while the United 
States and its allies would control Western 
Europe, West Germany, and West Berlin. 

East German construction workers building the Berlin Wall in 1961

Public domain via Wikimedia Creative Commons;  https://bit.ly/2rDnNLX 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Nikita-Sergeyevich-Khrushchev
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Dwight-D-Eisenhower
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Dwight-D-Eisenhower
https://www.britannica.com/place/Germany
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Camp-David
https://www.britannica.com/place/Paris
https://www.britannica.com/event/U-2-Affair
https://www.britannica.com/place/East-Berlin
https://bit.ly/2rDnNLX 
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Cuba

By 1962, the Cold War had spread beyond 
Europe and events in Cuba were to lead the 
world to the brink of nuclear catastrophe.

Khrushchev`s aim was to extend Soviet 
influence in Cuba and throughout the 
Caribbean and establish military bases 
there. On October 14th 1962, a US U-2 spy 
plane captured images revealing that Soviet 
intermediate-range missile launch sites had 
been constructed, which posed a huge threat 
to US security. Missiles launched from Cuba 
would be capable of quickly reaching targets in 
the eastern USA and would fundamentally alter 
the nature of the nuclear rivalry between the 

superpowers which, at that point, had been dominated by the Americans.

Khrushchev aimed to send missiles to Cuba in order to increase Soviet nuclear strike capability. The Soviets 
were worried about nuclear weapons that were aimed at them from sites in Western Europe and Turkey and 
saw the deployment of missiles in Cuba as a way to gain nuclear parity. Kennedy made it clear that the USA 
would, if necessary, use military action to end what he called a “clandestine, reckless, and provocative threat 
to world peace.” 

On October 20th, he imposed a naval blockade around Cuba to prevent Soviet missiles from reaching there. 
In response, Khrushchev sent a statement to Kennedy on October 23rd informing him that Soviet ships 
would force their way through the blockade and the following day instructed him that the USSR would deploy 
nuclear weapons in the event of war. On October 26th, Khrushchev and Kennedy reached a deal that saw the 
USSR agree to withdraw their missiles from Cuba if the USA withdrew theirs from Turkey. The crisis had been 
averted, but both powers had played the dangerous game of brinkmanship.

As a direct consequence of the Cuban Missile Crisis, relations between the superpowers improved with the 
setting up of a hotline telephone link between Washington and Moscow and the signing of the Partial Test 
Ban Treaty in August 1963. However, the Cuban Missile Crisis served to convince the USSR to commence a 
massive nuclear build-up. In the 1970s, the Soviet Union reached nuclear parity with the United States and 
built intercontinental ballistic missiles capable of striking any city in the USA.

A cartoon depicting tension during the Cuban Missile Crisis

Unable to trace copyright. Please contact us if you are the copyright holder

http://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/nikita-sergeyevich-khrushchev
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Afghanistan 

The invasion of Afghanistan was the Soviet Union’s final foreign military intervention before its dissolution 
in 1991.

In April 1978, control of Afghanistan was seized by the People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA), 
a communist group bankrolled by the USSR. The new government began a communist type political and 
social programme that had little support from the devoutly Muslim and largely anti-communist population. 
Insurgencies by the mujahideen, a guerrilla movement, aimed to overthrow the government of Hafizullah 
Amin as part of a jihad, or holy war. Fearing that the USA might offer aid to Amin and concerned about the 
growth of Islamic fundamentalism and its effect on the 30 million Muslims in the USSR, the Soviet leader 
Brezhnev ordered the invasion of Afghanistan on the evening of 24th December 1979. 

Some 30,000 Soviet troops were ordered in, and within a few days, the Soviets had secured the capital Kabul, 
murdered Amin and installed Babrak Karmal as Afghanistan’s new head of government. The establishment of 
a Soviet puppet government brought U.S. relations with the Soviet Union to a breaking point.

The USA recognised the threat posed to oil supplies by a Soviet-occupied Afghanistan, and President Carter 
assumed a firm stance. He issued the Carter Doctrine which: 

 ∙ threatened force to safeguard US interests in the Persian Gulf and offered aid to countries bordering 
Afghanistan

 ∙ did not ratify SALT 2

 ∙ imposed economic sanctions on the USSR

 ∙ boycotted the Moscow Olympics in 1980.

Backed by the United States, the mujahideen 
rebellion grew and spread to all parts of the country. 
The Afghan War became a stalemate, with more 
than 100,000 Soviet troops controlling the cities 
and towns and the mujahideen operating in the 
countryside. The mujahideen were eventually able 
to neutralise Soviet air power through the use of 
shoulder-fired anti-aircraft missiles supplied by the 
USA.

The invasion of Afghanistan was important in the 
Cold War as it was the only time that the Soviet 
Union invaded a country outside the Eastern Bloc, 
a strategic decision that was met with worldwide 
condemnation. The period of détente and the 
closer diplomatic and economic relations that were 
established during the presidency of Richard Nixon 
had ended.

Withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan

TASS / Getty Images

https://www.britannica.com/topic/mujahideen-Afghani-rebels
https://www.britannica.com/topic/history-of-United-States
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RELATIONS IN THE 1980S - ‘SECOND COLD WAR’

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan brought the period of détente to an abrupt halt. 

In 1980, Carter was defeated in the presidential election by Ronald Reagan, who campaigned on an anti-
détente ticket promising a tougher stance against the USSR. Previously, in a speech in 1978, he asked 
rhetorically what détente was – “Isn`t that what a turkey has with his farmer before Thanksgiving Day?”

By the early 1980s, the USSR had built up a military arsenal and army surpassing that of the USA. The US had 
previously relied on the qualitative superiority of its weaponry, but the gap had been narrowed. Reagan began 
massively building up military strength, which amounted to the largest peacetime defence build-up in United 
States history.

He referred to the USSR as “an evil empire” and dedicated himself and the nation to winning the Cold War. 
In March 1983, he announced the Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI) programme, which the press dubbed 
“Star Wars”, as part of a purely defensive system. It proposed a protective umbrella which, with the use of 
laser beams, would detect and destroy enemy missiles. SDI was considered to be a turning point in the Cold 
War arms race as it tipped the nuclear balance back to the USA, re-emphasising its military capability and 
superiority.

However, the technology of the programme became too complex and very costly, and much of the research 
was cancelled by later administrations.

Tension between the superpowers was intensified on September 1st 1983, when a South Korean airliner – KAL 
007 – strayed unintentionally into Soviet airspace and was shot down, claiming the lives of 246 passengers 
and 23 crew, of whom 61 were American citizens. The KGB chief, Yuri Andropov, was convinced that Reagan 
was on the verge of authorising a nuclear strike on the USSR and placed the military on high alert. This time, 
unlike events during the Cuban Missile Crisis, developments were kept secret from the Soviet and American 
peoples.

A cartoon commenting on the effectiveness of the SDI programme 

©Steve Greenberg. Used with permission
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The reaction of the superpowers typified the Cold War. The Soviet government claimed that the flight had 
been on a spy mission and blamed the US for provocation. The US responded by suspending all Soviet 
passenger air service in the USA, and Reagan`s administration condemned the event as a “crime against 
humanity”. 

Containment of communism was not enough for Reagan, who wanted to destroy it. The Reagan Doctrine 
provided support, financially and militarily, for anti-communist fighters throughout Africa, Asia and particularly 
in Latin America, in an attempt to “roll back” communism.

With the Soviet Union embroiled in Afghanistan, which was fast becoming a ‘Soviet Vietnam’, Reagan 
provided aid to the mujahideen fighting the Soviets.

This phase of the Cold War would conclude with the ascension of reform-minded Soviet leader Mikhail 
Gorbachev in 1985, who was committed to reducing tensions between East and West bringing about major 
reforms in Soviet society.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikhail_Gorbachev
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikhail_Gorbachev

